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Calvin Klein x Amazon Fashion pop-up in Santa Monica. Image courtesy of Calvin Klein

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

U.S. fashion label Calvin Klein is teaming up with Amazon Fashion for a tech-infused, content-centric holiday retail
concept.

The partnership spans in-store and online, with two pop-up shops and an online brand store selling merchandise
that includes Amazon exclusives. Open through Dec. 31, the partnership appeals to shoppers' increasingly digital
holiday buying behavior.

"We are proud to collaborate with Amazon Fashion on this exciting retail concept," said Cheryl Abel-Hodges, head
of Calvin Klein Underwear and president of The Underwear Group of PVH, in a statement. "It is  our goal to deliver
an immersive and content-driven shopping environment to the consumer, and we are thrilled to introduce this
experience to Calvin Klein and Amazon shoppers, both online and offline, just in time for the holiday season."

Holiday s hoppingHoliday s hopping

The Calvin Klein x Amazon Fashion retail experience is opening temporary stores in New York's SoHo
neighborhood and Santa Monica, CA.

While the bricks-and-mortar stores will focus on Calvin Klein Underwear, including the brand's loungewear, the
online store will carry a greater selection of Calvin Klein Underwear and Calvin Klein Jeans designs.

While in-store, consumers can choose to make a traditional purchase and walk out with their items or they can buy
via the Amazon application. By scanning a barcode within the app, they can have their order delivered to their home.

The pop-ups will feature fitting rooms connected with Amazon Echo devices. By asking the voice assistant Alexa
questions, shoppers can pick what music is playing, get more information on Calvin Klein merchandise and control
the room's lighting.
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Calvin Klein x Amazon Fashion pop-up in New York. Image courtesy of Calvin Klein

Keeping with the theme of a personalized experience, the pop-ups will let shoppers customize a purchase with
embroidery.

Creating a social shopping environment, Calvin Klein will let customers connect with visitors to the store on the
opposite coast through the Amazon Echo Show video chat. Additionally, the store will have spaces designed to help
consumers create social media content.

Throughout the holiday season, the pop-ups will host appearances by personalities. Among these individuals are
model and entrepreneur Karlie Kloss and comedian and author Lilly Singh, both of whom are featured in Calvin
Klein's online Amazon store.

"The holiday season is one of the most important shopping times for our customers, and we are delighted to team
up with Calvin Klein to provide a fun, interactive experience that connects our customers to product in an engaging
way," said Michelle Rothman, vice president at Amazon Fashion.

Affluent individuals whose net worth exceeds $100,000 plan to do 57 percent of their holiday shopping online and
39 percent in store.

While the majority of sales will take place in store, the majority of product search will happen online (see story).
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